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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement accurately describes Ethernet switching mode on
a Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnect?

A. PVST+ runs on the Fabric Interconnect
B. VTP is enabled on the Fabric Interconnect
C. The vNICs can be configured for failover
D. The uplink ports are placed in a Rapid PVST+ edge trunk
state
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/data-centervirtualization/unified-computing/ whitepaper_c11-701962.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
What does the acronym PCI mean?
A. PC interconnect
B. PC interface
C. Peripheral component interconnect
D. peripheral common interconnect
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
How do service profiles enable workload mobility?
A. Service Profiles represent a physical view of a server
without any lies lo specific virtual hardware
B. Service Profiles represent logical view of a server without
any ties to specific physical hardware
C. Service Profiles work with the underlying, hypervisor and
communicate with the VM lo detect workload movement
D. Service Profiles communicate workload movement to VCenter
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
You are the Office 365 administrator for your company. User1
has shared a link to edit a document with an external user.
The shared document must not be modified.
You need to update the sharing permissions so that the external
user can display, but not modify, the document.
In which order should you perform the actions? To answer, move
all actions from the list of actions to the answer area and
arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Box 1:
Box 2:

Box 3:
Box 4:
Box 5:
Box 6:
The external user has already been invited to access the
document. Therefore, the name of the external user will be
listed under Access Requests and Invitations in the Site
Settings page of the document library. We can select the user
and modify the permissions to the document to Read only. After
modifying the permission, we need to resend the invitation.
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